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About This Game

This application can be used by a child without the help of an adult, but remember that the interaction you have while playing
with them is the best educational gift a child can receive.
Discovering Colors - Animals features:
- 12 drawings which come alive when the child colors them in!
- 4 additional drawings to unlock.
- A free painting mode.
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Ideas and tips:
- Parents should join in on the first few plays.
- Learn color names by saying them aloud!
- Talk about the kinds of animals the child is bringing to life.
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Title: Discovering Colors - Animals
Genre: Casual
Developer:
Frogames
Publisher:
Frogames
Release Date: 13 Apr, 2016
b4d347fde0

English,French,German,Japanese
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TL;DR --> I think this thread is starting to summarize the general opinion (including mine of course) about this DLC:
http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/app\/253840\/discussions\/0\/1474221865202606793\/?tscn=1505029513
-----------------------------------------------Let me start by saying that I love WayForward and I love Shantae's games. I've beaten all their Steam versions several times and
they are so worth paying for.
But this DLC? By the time I'm writing this, the DLC costs 10\u20ac. I'm pointing that because I am expecting them to lower the
price FOR SURE. For now this DLC is a scam in terms of content\/price.
Before I start, let me say that this DLC was free for backers. Backers who have already paid less for the base game than I did.
Now I've paid TEN ADDITIONAL EUROS, which is literally half the price of the full game. I'm not saying that backers don't
need credit but honestly, I didn't even know about Shantae's kickstarter before it ended the fund. I feel kinda unfairly
"punished", not because they had all these benefits, but because you're charging me SO MUCH for the content.
Everything that needs to be said is in the thread I posted above but I'll try to make a brief summary:
- Exactly the same game as Shantae. Same zones, same paths, same bosses (except the last one obviously), everything. They only
have had few modifications to adapt to Risky's gameplay, but overall trust me: it will feel like you're doing another run of the
game. The same game.
- Risky's gameplay is fun, more than Shantae's, but it adds nothing new to the franchise as it is super similar to what we had at
Shantae and the Pirate's Curse. The 10\u20ac charge can't come for this.
- Very few unremarkable new enemies. The rest remains the same.
- How the hell are you putting the exact same bosses? You fight the mermaid waifu because apparently Techo Baron has
captured her again... Are you serious?
- The total time of gameplay is around 2h, or even less. And yes, you will speedrun it because there is nothing new to explore.
You already know the map, so you won't lose time looking at every corner. Seriously don't expect new content, there's NONE.
- More DLCs are in the way, with probably the same concept... is WayForward expecting us to pay 50-60\u20ac in total? In my
opinion, this isn't even the best Shantae game (please pay Shantae and the Pirate's Curse). Since when did WF have these kind
of AAA company policies? I'm serious, words fail to express my disappointment.

So yeah, overall the DLC is worth 5\u20ac AT MOST. If you paid 10\u20ac for it and felt it was worthy, then congratulations,
you're a blind fanboy\/girl, because there's no way you can't be disappointed with it.
Still love to you WF, but please fire the person who came with this project. Or it's gonna kill your reputation eventually.. No
graphic options, no options at all infact. Game launched in windowed mode and wasn't able to change other than using alt+F5
(Those who don't know this shortcut are screwed). No audio options, no other options, hell, this title doesn't even have a "Quit"
or "Escape" button to leave the game. You've got to task manager it or Alt + f4.
I didn't even bother spending more than 6 mins playing this title because I find it unplayable being unable to change the options.
Not reccomended, goodluck to the developers.. This soundtrack collection excludes some of my favorite tracks from Milestone
1 and 2, but still provides an exquisite array of the varied elegance and fantasy-sci-fi arrangements that present themselves
throughout the series. At least one variation of each style common to the series is available: jpop vocals, rpg-styled battle
themes, choral, strings\/piano, and its unique sci-fi\/synth-based tunes of ethereal chords. It is consistent with what Fault is: a
game that meshes human progression in both magic and physics.
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Memorable songs like \u2018The Regal Ninth\u2019 will instantly take you back to that first pivotal moment, while calmer
tracks like \u2018Sasary\u2019 will evoke nostalgic emotions. Given its price, the omissions due to licensing are negligible. The
soundtrack provides quick access as opposed to popping the games up and listening through their respective galleries which, in
itself, I found worth it. If you need inspirational fantasy songs or an incentive to try the games out, this is a decent option.
. This is a great tool for programming maya scripts (and really anything Python). Not really anthing I would change within the
program itself. It does bother me that they require internet and have a 2nd liscence verification after already clearning it with
steam that I own it, but They have very good customer support too incase you have a problem.. Interesting features unlocked
with this DLC,
too bad it's not included in The game gold edition version
that's why i bought it separately
and don't be fooled by the image of this DLC, that's a pure \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665t,
there is no nissan silvia in this game,
and you can't make your car looks like that, not even close
yeap, still no Spoilers, no body kits.
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I was hoping I would like this game.
Art style tried to be 'arena sporty' ends up clashing with the cartoon nature of the bot designs - I didn't pick this up looking at the
screenshots.
Questionable learning curve in the tutorial; you are fine doing the scripted moves, but I found myself perplexed at how badly
beaten I was in the very next match.
The pace of the turns frankly annoyed me. It gives you plenty of options but it tries to do too much in building an "event" out of
it.
TL:DR:
I have no hesitation in saying I was happy to refund after 20 minutes. It seems to have some polish, but I didn't feel like there
was a hook for me to keep playing.
A better introduction\/learning curve into the game may help. You may like it if you desire an RTS that throws you straight into
the deep end. This particular game is not for me.
. I can recommend this route to everyone who likes to go fast. This Chinese route brings some fresh air. Most stations are
10-30km from each other so there's plenty of time to accelerate to over 200km\/h. The signalling system is easy to understand
and I find it quite similar to the one BR Class 395 has. I like the snowy scenery a lot. The CRH1A has a simple speed limiter
and a more advanced cruise control similar to German LZB system which allows the train to drive itself. The price, lower than
most route DLC's, is worth mentioning as well.. I'm witnessing HUGE improvements since the last update!
The game has a much more balanced and polished feel now.
With plenty of cars, weapons and upgrades to both, the game has a very smooth flow, and a rewarding sense of progression. I'm
eagerly awating more maps and a solution to aliasing.
GAMEPLAY TIP: upgrade armor early on just in case you need to launch off a cliff to evade the fuzz.
Currently giving this game an easy 8/10
Keep it up devs!. Absoloutely terrible, it adds some weird annoying modern sound synthezier effects to already existing in game
music. Incredibly irratating do not buy.. Fun timesink. Pure gameplay. It's very rewarding on a basic interactive level. If you
complain that games are turning into books or movies, and you just want to play a video game, this is for you.
Great art direction too, unique and comfy.
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